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Atlanta Radio Theatre Company (ARTC) 

Writers Meeting 4 February 2017 

 

MINUTES 

Attending: David Benedict, Matt Gwaltney, Rachel Franco, Dave Schroeder, Paige Steadman, 
Brad Strickland, Tony Sarrecchia, Ron N. Butler, Bill Ritch, Kelley S. Ceccato 
 
David Benedict called the meeting to order at 1:15pm. 
 
Attendees were asked to report on what they were currently working on and what they had 
planned for the future. Responses are recorded below: 
 

 Rachel Franco (as Retta Bodhaine): Continuing work on “Dani’s Inferno” 

 Dave Schroeder: Concentrating on his novels at the moment, but will submit short 
work as appropriate. 

 Paige Steadman: Continuing work on “ParaNOIRmal Encounters” 

 Brad Strickland: Professional commitments notwithstanding, adapting “Moon of Ice” 
for Sound of Liberty. Brad was also asked to follow up with the estate of Barbara 
Hambley regarding getting permission to adapt “Those Who Hunt the Night”. 

 Tony Sarrecchia: Continuing revisions to “The Probability Broach” for Sound of 
Liberty. Also working on a Jeremiah Willstone story. 

 Bill Ritch: “The Weapons Shop” for Sound of Liberty. Bill was also asked to give some 
attention to “Doom of the Mummy”. He is also working on a “History of Comedy” 
podcast idea with Bran Peacock and other collaborators. 

 Kelley S. Ceccato: Revisions to “The Dead Watcher”. Also working on a currently-
untitled Christmas script. 

 David Benedict: Primarily working on “Mercury: A Broadcast of Hope,” both writing 
episodes and recruiting additional writers for the series. Also working on an expanded 
adaptation of “Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea” and an ongoing sequel series, 
but these projects are on hold pending the return of Katelyn Laird, who will co-write, 
from California. 

 Fiona K. Leonard: Not in attendance, but sent work that she would like to adapt 
“Carmilla” and also has a few other romance plays she hopes to have time for eventually. 
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Writers were asked, in addition to their own projects, to give consideration to several other 
scripts that the company needs. Among these are: 

 Additional adaptations for Sound of Liberty. The full list of what’s available for 
adaptation is here: 

o http://wiki.artc.org/wiki/index.php?title=Sound_of_Liberty 

 Sequel seasons to existing series 
o Dash Cardigan 
o Nairobi Jack 
o Brave Ragnar 
o Brotherhood of Damn Sassy Mutants 
o Additional episodes for “Mercury” 

 “Blues for Johnny Raven” was discussed. The actual existence of additional scripts 
beyond the already-produced “The Ambience Man” was questioned – do scripts exist, or 
only outlines/ideas? We will reach out to the Fuller estate to determine. If scripts exist, 
nobody present at this meeting had ever seen one. 
 

A discussion was had regarding submission of scripts from writers outside the group. The 
results of that discussion were as follows: 

 Local writers who can attend rehearsals may bring the full script and we will read it 
within the bounds of the time available. The group can then give feedback directly to the 
writer who can determine what next steps they are willing/able to take. 

 Non-local writers will be asked to submit a one-page synopsis and one page of sample 
dialogue to be evaluated by the Head Writer and possibly others. Based on their 
evaluation, the writer may then be invited to submit the full script. 

 David was directed to revise the appropriate section of the website to reflect this new 
policy. 
 

A discussion was had regarding the disposition of drafts of scripts and who decides when they 
are ready for production. 

 The Head Writer will have veto power – if he/she does not think a script is up to ARTC 
standards or fits our general company style, then the script will not be produced. 

 After a script is submitted and comments have been made to the writer, that writer will 
have up to a year to make revisions. If, after that time, revisions have not been made, the 
script will no longer be considered for production, but may be resubmitted. 

 Additional discussion was had, but no other conclusions were reached and the matter 
was tabled for the time being. Other topics/ideas that came up were: 

o The idea that a script might sit in the archive until a Producer decided to produce 
it, with the approval of the Executive Producer and Head Writer. Once that 
happened the Producer would work with the writer to make any necessary 
revisions during the pre-production process. 

o Possible committee that would evaluate scripts prior to production to determine 
if they were approved to proceed. 

o Other ideas TBD 
 
The meeting concluded at approximately 2:30pm 
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